SOFTWARE ENGINEER, NEW GRAD

Aslanoba Capital is an early stage technology VC fund in Turkey. We invest in ambitious teams pursuing disruptive ideas in areas such as marketplaces, e-commerce, mobile, classifieds, content, and SaaS. Following investment, we apply our domain knowledge, business experiences, and relationships to help grow our companies. Among our portfolio companies are Ottopot, Metrekare, Modalisa, Infodif, Fit&Color, OnlineMarket, Sopsy, GuvenRehberi, Lilakutu, Idemama, Hazinem Pırlanta, Dugun.com, CloudArena, BuldumBuldum.com, MailMag, İninal, Vivense, Bitaksi, Tasit.com, Hemen Kiralık, Etohum, Fırsat Bu Fırsat, Incir, Alwaysfashion, Ehil.com, Boni, and Anymeeting.

We are seeking recent university graduates as Software Engineers for our portfolio companies. This is a unique opportunity to gain exceptional experience in a demanding and fast-paced internet and technology environment. The specific opportunity will match the candidate’s expressed interests with the hiring needs of our ventures.

If you have an entrepreneurial mindset and start-up spirit, we would like to hear from you.

If interested, please send us your resume by email to: hr@aslanobacapital.com.

Ideal Candidate:

- BS or MS in Computer Science or related technical discipline

- Knowledge of the software development life cycle and good understanding of data structures algorithms and software design

- Coding skills in one or more of the following: C/C++, Java, Ruby, Python, PHP, .NET, JavaScript/AJAX, SQL, HTML, Mobile Software Development (iOS, Android)

- Excited to help build cutting-edge technologies and contribute to the internet ecosystem

- Enthusiastic about working at a fast-paced, high growth startup business

- Willing to be part of a success-oriented culture and eager to work closely with the brightest software engineer teams

- Fluency in English